A Mother’s Flair
Mini Handbag – by Jodie Meyer

Mini Handbag - Supplies
Stamped Image:
A Mother’s Flair OC pg 46
Inks:
Powder Pink (144084) AC
Old Olive (126953) AC
VersaMark (102283) AC
Ribbon/Embellishments:
Pearl Basic Jewels (144219) AC
Adhesives:
Glue Dots
Multipurpose Liquid Glue
Tools:
Stamparatus
Stampin’ Trimmer
Simply Scored
Heat Tool

Cardstock:
Whisper White
Calypso Coral (124392) AC
Dies/Punches:
Layering Circle Framelits (141705) AC
½” Circle Punch (119869) AC
Stampin’ Emboss Powder:
Clear (109130) AC
DSP:
Petal Garden (144168) AC
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A Mother’s Flair
Mini Handbag – Instructions
1. Cut a piece petal garden of dsp that measures 15cm x 15cm.
2. Using the stampin’ trimmer score the square at 5cm and 10cm on both sides. Turn the paper to line up
the corners in trimmer and score from the corner of the inside square out to the point. Do this on all
corners.
3. See template for scoring and cutting lines – on following page.
4. Glue two of the triangle dsp pieces cut away from the corners together. When dry cut a 0.5cm strip from
the widest part, this will form the handle.
5. Using the layering circle dies cut a 2inch plain circle in whisper white and a 2inch scallop circle in calypso
coral. Glue the circles together. Use the simply scored to score the circle at 7/8 and 1 1/8. Adhere only
one side to the dsp as shown in the picture.
6. Cut a 2inch whisper white scallop circle and a whisper white plain circle. Stamp the ‘hope your day is a
wonderful as you are’ greeting in old olive ink and attach to the inside of the bag in the centre square.
7. Fold the ends of the handle and attach to the whisper white circle at the top of the bag.
8. Stamp in powder pink ink and clear heat emboss the hat image. The stamparatus is excellent for
stamping the ink colour and then being able to apply the versamark without having to worry about
trying to line up the stamp again.
9. Fussy cut the hat and flower and place a pearl in the middle of the flower. Adhere to the front panel of
the whisper white circle.
10. Punch out 2 small circles from the dsp scraps using a ½ in punch. These are to cover the magnets for the
closure setting.
11. Place a mini glue dot to one side of a magnet. Attach it to the back of the top flap of the bag, place
another mini glue dot to the other side of the magnet and one of the ½ inch circles on it to hide the
magnet. Place the other magnet on the already adhered magnet. Put a mini glue dot on the magnet and
close the bag flap. This will attach the second magnet in the correct position. Attach another glue dot
and place the other ½ inch circle over it. Now the magnets will be covered, and the mini hand bag can
close.
12. Put a little treat inside and you now have a gorgeous little gift for someone special.
This sweet little bag was inspired by several pictures I saw on Pinterest. I have included metric measurements as all I could
find on the internet were imperial measurements.
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A Mother’s Flair
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